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A B S T R A C T

Minor alloying additions such as molybdenum (Mo) have major effects on the localized corrosion resistance of
corrosion resistant alloys containing chromium. However, progress in alloy development is mostly based upon
empirical observations, where any mechanistic insights are largely relegated to the latter stages of localized
corrosion (i.e., stabilization and propagation) that are more readily accessible experimentally. For instance, it is
well understood that Mo and tungsten (W) affect repassivation of local active, as well as widespread transpas-
sive, corrosion sites and Mo surface enrichment during corrosion is well-documented. In this paper, a com-
prehensive examination of the functions and mechanism by which selected Mo and W operate to improve the
passivity and resistance to breakdown during the initial stages of localized corrosion of the most common Ni-
based solid solution alloys is presented. It is shown that Mo and W exert considerable influence on many stages of
corrosion, including both passivation and film breakdown, re-enforcing old and introducing more recent ideas in
this comprehensive review of the current state of corrosion research on Ni-Cr-(Mo+W) alloys.

1. Introduction

Nickel and nickel-based alloys are structural materials of choice in a
variety of aggressive corrosive and high temperature environments.
They are superior to stainless steels in terms of corrosion resistance and
high temperature stability in environments which historically create
vulnerabilities for steels. These include strong, concentrated reducing
acids, chloride-containing environments, certain molten salts, and hy-
drofluoric acids [1]. There are various classes of nickel alloys, including
many single phase, solid solution materials such as Ni-Cu, Ni-Mo, Ni-Cr,
Ni-Cr-Mo, Ni-Cr-Fe, and Ni-Cr alloys produced in many product forms
[1]. These alloys are typically rich in Ni and contain one or more major
solute alloying elements and sometimes minor alloying additions as
well. This review paper focuses on single phase, solid solution nickel-
base alloys that are highly resistant to localized corrosion in high
temperature chemical process environments and when exposed to near
room temperature aqueous, chloride-containing solutions. This stability
is mainly attributed to a profound benefit of alloying with low con-
centrations of Mo and W in combination with Cr [2–6]. The exact
mechanisms of this benefit are controversial and not completely un-
derstood.

Ni-Cr, Ni-Cr-Mo, and Ni-Cr-Mo-W solid solution alloys are highly
corrosion resistant in a number of natural and industrial environments

[7]. Ni-Cr alloys alloyed with increasing concentrations of Cr produce
stable passive films that persist in harsh aqueous environments [8]. A
significant amount of literature has been developed for various appli-
cations, e.g. marine [9], nuclear waste repositories [10], and in nu-
merous environments of importance to the chemical process industry,
such as concentrated HCl containing Fe3+ impurities [11]. These stu-
dies largely focus on corrosion rate dependencies associated with effects
of alloying and structure in these select applications and environments.
Prior understandings of the mechanisms generally fall into two broad
camps or categories: passivity improved by a critical concentration of
Cr plus minor amounts of Mo and/or W or repassivation at active lo-
calized corrosion sites [12–14]. Most studies within the former category
focus on compositional, electronic, and physical attributes of the oxide
such as the passive film thickness, structure, and descriptions of pas-
sivating layers. For instance, Mo is thought to exist as Mo(IV) in inner
layers while Mo(VI) is present in an outer, cation-selective layer on Fe-
Cr-Mo alloys [15,16]. Similar layering has been proposed for Ni-Cr-Mo
alloys [12,17]. In contrast, most studies concerning the latter stage of
corrosion focus on critical temperature, critical potentials, and crevice
geometry–dissolution rate parameters which indicate thresholds for
crevice attack versus repassivation [18–20]. These phenomena are as-
sociated with crevice sites and geometric crevice formers at the mi-
crometer scale [21] and often consider how Mo and W surface
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enrichments affect these processes. This distinction is important be-
cause the former focuses on benefits conferred within a nm thick oxide
film while the later focuses on phenomena at active corrosion sites. A
gap in understanding exists because descriptions of oxide character-
istics fall short of directly linking atomic scale details of how alloying
elements such as Mo and W effect passivity and suppress trigger events
for localized corrosion and, later on, film breakdown leading to actual
pits or crevices at the micrometer scale [14].

The benefits of small amounts of Mo and W in combination with Cr
in both Ni-based and Fe-based alloys have been known for some time
and the existence of a Cr–Mo synergy in corrosion resistance is sug-
gested based on empirical evidence [2]. Neither Ni-Mo nor Ni-Cr alloys
achieve the beneficial combined impact that Cr and Mo impart when
alloyed combination in acidic chloride solutions [22–25]. Much pre-
vious work posits that Mo is operative during the repassivation stage,
while chromium is effective mainly towards passivation [12]. This view
largely neglects the role of Mo or W in the passive film even though
evidence of Mo benefits towards passivation is seen in Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo and
Ni-Cr-Mo alloys [10,26]. To this end, the effect of Mo often concerns
only repassivation and/or pit stabilization. However, another part of
the research community has argued for many years that Mo operates
with benefits towards both passivation and protective functions in the
breakdown process, providing resistance towards trigger events which
lead to local dissolution of the passivating layer [15,27–31]. It was also
emphasized that highly corrosion resistant alloys in relatively benign
environments suffer from pitting [21] due to the rate-controlling, lo-
calized, passive film breakdown, while less resistant alloys containing
many defects and/or detrimental phases undergo many breakdown
events and pit stabilization at readily formed initiation sites is the cri-
tical factor for attack severity.

The role of Mo in the pit stabilization and repassivation stages is
well supported by experimental findings. However, increasing evidence
supports the theory that aliovalent Mo cations present in the Cr-rich
oxide play an important role towards both passivation and resisting
passivation breakdown. This concept was formalized in the Solute-
Vacancy Interaction Model [32]. Recently, this phenomena has been
revisited and supported by the high likelihood that Mo is present in the
form of individual cations in rapidly growing Ni2+ and Cr3+ oxide films
due to a non-equilibrium solute capture phenomena [33]. Hence, solid
solution oxides containing significant amounts of Mo and W solute as
substitutional impurities at solvent cation sites in super-saturated con-
centrations are likely. In fact, the concentration of Mo and W cations in
the oxide should be equivalent to the alloying composition in terms of
cation percentage during rapid passivation and solute capture [33]. The
question remains as to the exact functions of these minor alloying ad-
ditions once they are found in a non-stoichiometric solid solution oxide.

Following a brief introduction to alloy classification and their fun-
damental corrosion performance, the current mechanistic under-
standings of Mo in each stage of a local corrosion process on a corrosion

resistant alloy (CRA) is discussed. This discussion begins with thermo-
dynamic predictions and experimental observations of the passive film
composition for various alloys in selected environments, followed by a
focus on the influence of minor alloying elements (e.g. Mo and W) on
the oxide defect chemistry. Finally, the significant roles these additions
play in preventing chloride-assisted breakdown by facilitating re-
passivation at local instabilities or incipient corrosion sites are in-
troduced. It is worth noting that the effects bridge many length scales
from subnanometer (atomic arrangements) to nanometers (thin oxides)
and micrometers (crevice sites of attack).

2. Alloys and metallurgy

Ni-based alloys are ductile face-centered cubic (FCC) materials with
high resistance to corrosive environments, high temperatures, and
stresses. Moreover, they exhibit good creep resistance [1]. They are
resistant to corrosion in fresh water, atmospheric conditions, and dea-
erated non-oxidizing acids, as well as in dilute caustics as covered in
handbooks and commercial product literature [1]. Ni offers higher so-
lubility for Cr and Mo, possessing attributes such as atomic radius and
electronic configuration which enable a Ni solvent to accommodate
substantial solutes without the formation of a second phase [1]. Due to
this, alloys may be designed by adjusting major and minor additions for
particular service environments and have even been optimized in some
cases for service in both oxidizing and reducing acids [1,34,35].

Two families of alloys are often considered but the boundary be-
tween them is not sharp [1,7]. High temperature alloys usually contain
concentrations of C and multiple phases which facilitate precipitation
hardening. In contrast, solid solution alloys are typically intended for
service in low temperature, aqueous environments and contain less C,
which is detrimental towards corrosion behavior when carbides form.

Handbooks and commercial alloy literature document the pro-
pensity for various Ni-Cr-Mo-X (X=W, Nb, Ta, Fe, Cu) alloys to resist
corrosion in various environments. Table 1 lists compositions for se-
lected commercial alloys for which this review is relevant. A brief
summary of alloying elements is warranted, given the strong role of
certain alloying elements. Fe is usually added to facilitate less expensive
incorporation of other elements [1,8]. Cr in particular is added to form
passive films which resist hot gases and certain reducing and oxidizing
acids. In chloride-containing environments, alloying with Cr improves
passivity and inhibits breakdown. Cu is also alloyed to Ni-Cr-Mo-Fe
alloys to inhibit localized dissolution in the presence of certain acids
[1,8]. Mo and W enhance the film resistance to oxidizing and reducing
acids and are especially useful in the case of chloride-induced pitting
and crevice corrosion. Because of their high solubility, Cr, Mo, and W
contribute some solid solution strengthening. Elements like Nb and Ti
getter C, while elements such as Al contribute to strengthening me-
chanisms by age hardening. These alloys can be strengthened by cold
work and precipitation age hardening at low temperatures through the

Table 1
Common commercial, low-temperature Ni-based alloys present in literature that are applicable to this review. Included are PREN values computed using Eq. (1).

Minor Alloying (Mo and W) of Ni-Based Alloys
Commercial Alloys

Alloy UNS Chemical Composition (wt.%) PREN Ref.

825 N08825 43Ni-21Cr-30Fe-3Mo-2.2Cu-1Ti 31 [10,45,49,50]
C-276 N10276 59Ni-16Cr-16Mo-4W-5Fe 71
625 N06625 62Ni-21Cr-9Mo-3.7Nb 51
C-22 N06200 59Ni-22Cr-13Mo-3W-3Fe 66
C-2000 N06059 59Ni-23Cr-16Mo-1.6Cu 76
59 N06059 59Ni-23Cr-16Mo-1Fe 76
686 N06686 46Ni-21Cr-16Mo-4W-5Fe 76
C-22HS N07022 59Ni-21Cr-17Mo 77
HYBRID-BC1 N10362 62Ni-22Mo-15Cr-2Fe-0.3Al 72
600 N06600 72.87Ni-16.49Cr-9.46Fe-[CMnSiSCuNbTaTiAlCoP] < 0.4 16
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formation of coherent and semi-coherent Ni3Al or Ni3Ti phases known
as gamma prime (γ′) phases [1].

Ni-Cr-Mo alloys are often designed up to solubility limits at room
temperature and a metastable solid solution exists below the solutio-
nizing temperature (1150–1050 °C) after rapid quenching [36]. The
metastable solid solution can be maintained for long times. Carbon is
often minimized, with the formation of carbides or other phases on
grain boundaries avoided using rapid quenching from the solutionizing
temperatures and subsequent low temperature exposures below 427 °C
[1]. Carbide precipitation and sensitization is not usually seen in
modern Ni-Cr-Mo alloys. Extended aging above 427 °C causes long
range ordering, forming topologically closed-packed phases. At higher
temperatures above 593 °C, µ, σ, or P phases may form [10]. The
transition temperatures reported depend on the exact Ni-Cr-Mo alloying
content and the concentrations of C and Si, which are usually controlled
[37–40]. Their formation of these secondary phases can be detrimental,
especially when elements such as Mo and Cr have strong affinity and
become depleted in the matrix.

The basis for ranking the corrosion resistance of corrosion resistant
alloys (CRAs) such as those in Table 1 according to the beneficial effects
of certain alloying additions is given by the pitting resistance equivalent
number (PREN) (Eq. (1)). The empirical quantity is based on the weight
percentages of Cr, Mo, and W where a higher PREN suggests better
corrosion resistance. It is generally applicable to exposure of stainless
steels and was later adapted for Ni-based alloys to gauge corrosion
resistance in aqueous chloride environments [41]:

= + +PREN [Cr] 3.3[Mo] 0.5[W] (1)

In a more qualitative form, the same trends captured in Eq. (1) are
often reported. For instance, Mishra reports that resistance to local
corrosion in hot chlorides for commercial off the shelf (COTS) alloys
follows a systematic trend from least to most corrosion resistant: high Cr
- low Mo < low Cr - high Mo < high Cr – high Mo < high Cr – high
(Mo + W) [42].

The PREN concept has many shortcomings and underscores the
needs, gaps, and opportunities with respect to understanding the
function of minor element alloying highlighted herein. The ranking was
empirically developed and although the benefit of elements in complex
high entropy alloys (HEA) was recently forecasted [43,44], predictions
outside of the database of Ni-Cr-Mo alloys given in Table 1 are un-
certain. Moreover, the rankings of alloys may change for specific ex-
posure environments [45] and the expression does not account for
many of the other alloying elements possible. Microstructural effects
such as crystal structure, second phases, grain size, and/or texture are
also not considered [46–48]. The PREN does not delineate whether the
alloying element effects operate during the passive film formation,
breakdown, stabilization, or repassivation stages, nor the exact atomic
mechanism. Finally, the PREN has no way to predict synergistically
positive or negative combinations of alloying elements or to account for
the Cr-Mo benefit in combination, nor the unique combination and
complex interactions of multiple elements such as in an equiatomic or
high entropy alloy [44]. New understandings of the atomistic role of
individual alloying elements during electrochemical passivation,
breakdown, and transpassivity are necessary to appropriately predict
the corrosion behavior of an alloy or to computationally design one
[14,30].

3. Basic electrochemical findings and observations

3.1. Passivation: E-Log (i) polarization behavior

The significant influence of minor alloying elements on passivity is
often illustrated using E-log (i) polarization plots which report the re-
lationship between the current density and applied potential [51]. The
basic details of these diagrams and the implications for passivity are
discussed elsewhere [2,26,51]. For passive materials, there is a

potential at which the metal-electrolyte interface begins to undergo an
active to passive transition, Epp, often occurring at a “nose” or peak in
the current density. Following this potential, the measured current
density decreases by several orders of magnitude before reaching a
pseudo-constant value which corresponds to the corrosion rate of the
alloy in the passive state, ipass. Upon adding certain alloying elements
such as Mo and increasing their concentrations, Epp is typically shifted
to more negative potentials and ipass decreases significantly. This is
evident in Fig. 1 where ipass decreases as more Cr, Mo, and W are added
to the alloys. The observed values of ipass, however, also vary with [Cl−]
(Fig. 2). Notably, Ni-11% Cr has the highest ipass due to the increase in
Ni2+ cation vacancies upon solid solution substitution of Cr3+ in a NiO
lattice. Further increases of Cr or Mo and W additions suppress ipass by
facilitating improved passivity due to (i) formation of continuous,
stoichiometric oxide layers such as Cr2O3, (ii) doping with Mon+ in a
Mm+ lattice (where n > m) and the possible inhibition of cation va-
cancy motion, and/or (iii) formation of a greater amount of corundum
promoted by Mo and/or W alloying as will be discussed in greater detail
below.
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Fig. 1. Upward polarization curve of various Ni-based alloys, with their com-
positions given in wt%. Tests were performed in deaerated 0.1M NaCl pH 4
with an upward scan rate of 1mV/s from −100mV vs OCP to +800 mVSCE.

Fig. 2. Passive current density (ipass) determined from polarization scans (e.g.
Fig. 1) in various, deaerated pH 4 NaCl environments for several Ni-based alloys
where the hashed region indicates the observed values of ipass for Ni-Cr-
(Mo+W) alloys in general.
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At increasing potentials, the passive films tend to break down
due to either localized corrosion (e.g. crevice or pitting)
or Cr3+/Cr6+ transpassive dissolution [52–55]
( + = + + + = ++ +Cr H O Cr O H e E pH mV mV2 7 14 6 , ( 4) 778 534SHE SCE3 2 2 7

2 )
[56]. O2 evolution is also possible at high electrode potentials. Sup-
plementing the alloy with W further decreases the passive film dis-
solution rate at high potentials where Cr transpassivity is compensated
by Mo and W oxide formation [12]. The most evidence of this effect is
seen for the HEA in Fig. 1. Along with decreasing ipass, increasing the
Mo+W alloying element concentration in a metal will result in an
increased breakdown potential for localized corrosion [41]. This effect
becomes significant in more corrosive (i.e. acidic, chloride-rich, or high
temperature) solutions. Fig. 3 demonstrates that even in an 85 °C so-
lution where most alloys would experience fast, localized corrosion
attack at +200 mVOCP, increasing [Mo] results in a lower corrosion
rate.

3.2. Potential step passivation

For alloys under a constant applied potential above Epp, but below
those where transpassive or localized corrosion would occur, the
thickness of a passive film increases with time [57]. The kinetics of this
phenomenon have been the subject of several oxidation models
[58–65]. At long passivation times in aqueous environments, a quasi-
steady state or limiting thickness is typically reached where the con-
tinual residual rate of oxidation at the metal/oxide interface becomes
equivalent to that of oxide dissolution, whether oxidative or chemical,
at the oxide/electrolyte interface [66]. Both the chemical dissolution
and chloride-induced breakdown of passive films can be similarly
modeled through application of various rate equations that vary from
one model to the other [27,67,68]. Additionally, the initiation and
propagation of pitting on the surface of oxides has been the subject of
modeling efforts [21,27,69–71]. For the case of Ni-based alloys, it has
been seen that increasing the applied potential results in a pseudo-
linear increase in steady state film thickness up until chemical dis-
solution causes linear thinning [12,72]. Similarly, increasing the al-
loying ratio of Cr:Mo results in thicker films at a given potential [12]. It
was also found that the presence of W in C-276 and C-22 further in-
creased the film thickness compared to C-2000, which possesses a si-
milar Cr and Mo content [12].

Several recent studies have investigated the influence of crystal-
lographic orientation on the competition between passivation and

chemical dissolution for Ni-based alloys [46,47]. Through the appli-
cation of single frequency electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and
atomic force microscopy, a greater propensity for conformal film for-
mation was seen on low index grain orientations close to (1 0 1) for a
Ni-11%Cr alloy, The test was conducted in an acidic NaCl solution
during potential controlled passivation. In the case of Ni-11%Cr-6%Mo,
repassivation was observed at all orientations under potential control
[46]. For a more corrosion resistant alloy, C-22, it has been shown
however that greater dissolution occurs for (1 1 0) grains during etching
in 3M HCl where the metal surface likely has no protective oxide, with
(1 1 1) exhibiting the least damage [47]. However, upon etching the
surfaces in 1M HCl where an oxide film was stable, the (1 1 0) oriented
grains were observed to have a lower corrosion rate due to stability of a
favorable oxide and the decreased likelihood of chloride-assisted film
breakdown [47].

Pitting and crevice corrosion, especially stabilization and propaga-
tion can be inhibited by alloying with Mo and W because of both lower
active dissolution rates and a greater propensity for the film to re-
passivate [2,73–75]. The exact mechanism by which this occurs is not
fully understood, but there are multiple theories that will be discussed
below. In general, however, the induction time for pitting or crevice
corrosion events will increase with the combination of higher
Cr+Mo+W alloying content. Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrates this, where
Ni-11% Cr and Ni-11%Cr-6%Mo crevice corrode after only approxi-
mately 200–300 s, whereas Ni-22% Cr and Ni-22% Cr-6% Mo remain
passive for thousands of seconds and exhibit lower propagation rates if
breakdown occurs. The W-containing alloy (Fig. 5), however, remained
passive for the entire, albeit relatively short, measurement time. Fig. 5
focuses on exclusively the alloys with 22% Cr and Mo or Mo+W.
Passive current densities are lower and fewer metastable breakdown
events are evident. The crevice corrosion initiation behavior trends in
commercial alloys listed in Table 1 are given in Fig. 6.

3.3. Metastable pitting of alloys with protective passive films

In environments where Ni-based alloys are protected by passive
films, minor alloying elements often increase the film breakdown po-
tential as discussed in Section 3.2. There is an impact on breakdown
initiation at potentials within the passive region where metastable
pitting is likely, but delayed initiation and fast repassivation is fa-
cilitated by Mo or W alloying additions in alloys with sufficient Cr.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the anodic current density, i, at +200 mVOCP, on the Mo
content for Ni-22% Cr-X% Mo, wt%, model alloys. Tests were performed in
deaerated 1M HCl solution at 22, 50, and 85 °C with the calculated mass-
transport-limited current density range, ilim, shown for comparison.
(Reproduced with permission from NACE International, Houston, TX. All rights
reserved. [75]).

Fig. 4. Current measured during potentiostatic potential–step passivation at
+200 mVSCE for various Ni-based alloys (wt%) in deaerated 0.1M NaCl pH 4,
where the initial current decay indicates film growth. The low [Cr+Mo+W]
alloys exhibited abrupt current increases at shorter times, indicative of de-
creased resistance to localized pitting or crevice corrosion.
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These alloys only undergo metastable breakdown, followed by rapid
repassivation [76]. This behavior is commonly observed on stainless
steels and Ni-based alloys [77–81]. The measured anodic passive cur-
rent will decay as the film thickness increases under potentiostatic
conditions, [58]. Metastable breakdown, however, results in current
spikes due to the contribution of fast, transient dissolution as shown in
Fig. 5. Adding minor alloying elements can, as such, decrease the fre-
quency and induction time for these events [27]. This behavior is
shown in Fig. 5, where the Mo-containing alloy experienced no dis-
cernable metastable pitting at early times. Even at longer times, fewer
current spikes were measured for this alloy compared to Ni-Cr. Upon
the additional alloying of Fe, Ru, and W into HEA, no metastable

activity was recorded during 10 ks of passivation at +0.3 VSCE despite
the increased potential.

3.4. Stable breakdown and threshold potentials for local corrosion

At any given temperature, the alloys corresponding to both high-Cr
and high Mo+W content exhibited greater breakdown potentials than
the others in NaCl solutions [41]. In addition, these heavily alloyed Ni-
based materials did not exhibit breakdown and crevice corrosion for the
entire 40 hr exposure period at solution temperatures below 50 °C.

The results in Sections 3.1–3.4 collectively underscore the benefits
of Cr combined with Mo+W (i.e., a high PREN) in stages ranging from
passivation to stable breakdown and local corrosion. However, only
vague information regarding the benefit of a high PREN on the different
stages of corrosion can be discerned. Moreover, there is limited in-
formation at various length and time scales governing attack and lim-
ited information concerning the exact mechanism [14,82].

4. Thermodynamic predictors of passivity: pourbaix E-pH and
speciation diagrams

Given the strong effects of alloying on Ni-Cr alloys, the first aspect
to examine is thermodynamic predictors of protective passivation. The
electrochemical stability of a passive film in aqueous environments is
often directly tied to its thermodynamic stability. By inspecting the
standard Gibbs formation energy, Gf

o, for individual oxide or hydro-
xide species that can be formed, the most thermodynamically stable
compound can be ascertained. The computed Gf

o values can then be
converted into chemical potentials and for a given electrochemical re-
action, the corresponding Nernst equilibrium potential [56]. In the case
of multi-element alloys, a stable, stoichiometric oxide species for each
metal component is predicted to contribute towards film growth. For
example, when Ni passivates, it typically forms NiO ( G 215f

o kJ
mol ),

and/or Ni(OH)2 in a state of hydration [56,66,83]. While the most
thermodynamically-stable oxide might form, there are other situations
in which the kinetically-favorable oxide will instead be favored [33,66].
For Ni-Cr alloys, the most stable stoichiometric species are often Cr-rich

Fig. 5. Metastable breakdown of the films grown on Ni-22% Cr and Ni-22% Cr-6% Mo, wt%, during potentiostatic passivation at +200 mVSCE and on the
NiCrFeRuMoW HEA (Table 1) at +300 mVSCE in deaerated 0.1M NaCl pH 4.

Fig. 6. Breakdown potentials, Eb, for various commercial Ni-Cr-Mo-W alloys
determined as a function of solution temperature. Eb was determined using
galvanostatic polarization for times up to 40 hr in 1M NaCl solution at the
temperature indicated. The shaded region corresponds to alloys with both high
Cr and high Mo+W content (Table 1). (Reproduced with permission from
NACE International, Houston, TX. All rights reserved. [41]).
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(e.g. =G 1, 058fCr O
o kJ

mol2 3 and =G 1, 257fNiCr O
o kJ

mol2 4 ) [84]. In al-
loys containing sufficient Fe alloying, various spinels species with fa-
vorable stability can be formed (i.e. NiFe2O4 and FeCr2O4). Hence,
thermodynamics support the notion that dominant oxides should be
corundum and various spinels.

The thermodynamic stability of pure metals and alloys at varying
electrochemical potentials and pH’s are portrayed in Pourbaix E-pH
diagrams [44,56]. Typically, diagrams are constructed at 10−4 or 10−6

M cation concentrations, but near-saturated concentrations may exist in
confined spaces such as crevices [44]. These diagrams historically exist
for thermodynamic equilibrium mainly for single elements not alloys,
do not consider the effects of adsorbed species and epitaxy on oxide
stability or kinetic effects [85]. At sufficiently negative potentials,
metallic elements are typically stable for all pH with regions at greater
potentials indicating passivation and corrosion. Through overlaying the
chemical equilibrium Pourbaix diagrams for each element present in an
alloy, the general stability of an alloy can be inferred. Today, an im-
proved approach is to compute a phase diagram for multi-component
solid solution alloys. In this case, single and binary element oxides and
hydroxides are often considered [44,86,87]. Most diagrams do not
consider oxides or hydroxides involving multiple alloying elements.
Commercial software such as CALPHAD, MEDUSA or OLI1 are capable
of calculating the E-pH diagrams by predicting where alloys will form
stable oxides of the limited types mentioned in a given environment for
various applied conditions. Fig. 7 indicates such a diagram for a
Ni38Cr21Fe20Ru13Mo6W2 HEA [44]. Overall stability is predicted out-
side the red area at low pH indicative of strong reducing acids where
most oxides chemically dissolve. Stability elsewhere owes to the pre-
sence of one or more thermodynamically stable oxides. Stoichiometric
oxides and/or spinels of at least one element are thermodynamically

stable at each E-pH condition indicated by the green, blue, and peach
regions. However, the diagram does not indicate whether a critical
threshold alloying content exists to produce a coverage nor can it
handle kinetically controlled enrichment. Moreover, in many practical
applications, observed passivity extends past what is predicted by
Pourbaix diagrams due to the existence of metastable films which are
kinetically enabled due to a balance between fast, metastable film
formation and slower chemical dissolution. As such, Cr-rich films are
often observed to remain passive at pH 3 and below while not predicted
at thermodynamic equilibrium [12,44,88–90].

5. Observed passive film compositions and the fate of minor
alloying elements

While in general the empirical corrosion properties of Ni-alloys,
especially common commercial ones like C-22, are well-established
[50,89–92], a full understanding of the exact atomic mechanism by
which specific alloying elements act has not been achieved [30]. The
results are mainly empirical with some insight through work on nuclear
waste repository container work on commercial alloys
[12,17,72,91,93,94]. Similar to stainless steels, increasing [Cr] in a Ni-
Cr alloy will result in a decrease of the corrosion rate in reducing acid,
neutral, and chloride solutions [2]. Likewise, alloying of Mo and W
promotes a similar decrease in the measured uniform passive corrosion
rate of Fe-Cr and Ni-Cr-based alloys [95]. The corrosion rate drops
significantly, however, when a critical concentration of Cr is reached
(i.e.> 12wt% Cr in Fe,> 8–11wt% Cr in Ni) and a uniform, Cr-rich,
passive film layer (often assumed to be Cr2O3 or Cr(OH)3) forms across
the oxide surface [12,24,96,97]. The origin of the threshold is debated
today and various theories have been posited such as graph theory,
bond percolation, and kinetically controlled enrichment governed by
dissimilar dissolution rates of alloying elements [12,17,24,25,96–99].
The cation fractions seen in these alloys have been studied by XPS. The

Fig. 7. CALPHAD-calculated E-pH diagram for Ni38Cr21Fe20Ru13Mo6W2 in 1 kg H2O at 25 °C and 1 atm. The red dashed lines are reversible potentials for hydrogen
and oxygen evolutions, and the yellow dashed lines are the metal/aqueous ion equilibrium lines for pure constituent elements. The red region indicates where
oxidized aqueous species are stable, green where Cr2O3 is stable, blue where Fe-Ni, Fe-Cr spinels are stable with some overlap with the green, and orange where
oxides are stable. Only stoichiometric oxides are considered. (Reprinted from [44] with permission from Elsevier.) (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

1 These products can be accessed at the following sites: calphad.org, kth.se/
che/medusa/chemeq-1.369367, and olisystems.com/
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result of preferential oxidation of Cr over Ni is shown in Fig. 8. It should
be noted that there is a decreasing molecular fraction of Ni-rich oxides
detected compared to Cr3+ as [Mo+W] alloying content is increased
such as in the case of C-22, C-2000, and Alloy 625. This effect is
especially evident in alloys containing W, as indicated for C-22. No-
tably, these alloys have an approximately constant bulk Cr composition
[17]. While the primary role of Cr in enabling passive film stability is
understood, the additional complexion of minor alloying elements and
their function regarding the growth mechanism, composition, and
structure of passive films formed in electrochemical environments re-
mains less certain [30,100,101]. The synergistic interactions of Mo and
W within Cr-rich passive films and the overall increases in the localized
corrosion resistance are commonly observed as reviewed above in
3.1–3.4 [9,17,32,102,103], but the effect otherwise remains unclear
and controversial [32,104]. Thus, the possible beneficial effects of other
oxide dopants introduced as alloying elements cannot be predicted.
Because of this alloy design continues to evolve according to trial and
error rather than scientific understanding.

The majority of relevant literature concerns the constant-potential
passivation of Ni-based superalloys, such as C-22, in moderately con-
centrated NaCl solutions. Layered, phase-separated, stoichiometric
oxides were generally assumed: a Cr2O3 or Cr(OH)3-rich film present at
the inner interface and a NiO or Ni(OH)2 outer film [92,105,106], with
preferential accumulation of Mo6+ and/or Mo5+ cations at the oxide/
electrolyte interface. It has been found that, in general, Cr and Mo pre-
ferentially segregate to the metal/film and film/electrolyte interfaces,
respectively [107]. This analysis might be flawed as it is based on the
XPS binding energies for Mo4,5,6+, Cr3+, and Ni2+ as seen in MoOx, CrOx,
and NiOx layers [12,108], but chemical characterization alone does not
provide structural information regarding the oxide identity and thus
cannot prove that these distinct, phase-separated, and pure stoichio-
metric oxides exist. More recent work utilizing 3D atom probe tomo-
graphy (3DAPT) has observed a similar distribution of elements
throughout the film. However, these studies report non-stoichiometric
oxides, rationalized by the occurrence of nonequilibrium solute capture
[33]. At room temperature these oxides are solid solutions which do not
exhibit distinct, phase-separated reactive layers. High entropy alloys also
have been observed to form complex non-stoichiometric oxides [43].

In contrast, distinct phases form at high temperature where equili-
brium conditions are often reached. In operando transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was also applied to understand the early stages of
film growth on Ni-Cr alloys at 700 °C [109,110]. In these studies, the
initial oxidation of dilute Ni-10 at% Cr was revealed to proceed by
surface diffusion of Ni and O atoms, followed by the nucleation of sub-
surface Cr2O3 [109]. NiCr2O4 islands were nucleated, but it was ob-
served that secondary NiO “whisker” phases grew out of the oxide plane
and resulted in uneven layering of the different compounds. For the
case of Ni-20 at% Cr, subsurface Cr2O3 nuclei coalesced and large
NiCr2O4 islands emerged from the NiO layer [110].

The influence of minor alloying elements on the chemical identity of
passive films grown slowly on Ni-Cr-based alloys by high temperature
oxidation [109–112] or electrochemical potentiostatic or open circuit
potentials [12,17,93,106] has been well-addressed. Recently [113], it
was also found that Ni-Cr-Mo alloys exhibit an epitaxial rock-salt oxide
containing Ni, Cr and Mo in the rock salt structure during early stages of
oxidation and later indicated corundum structures containing all al-
loying elements. Moreover, there were no Kirkendall voids found
during in operando TEM experiments in Mo-containing oxides, sug-
gesting a role for Mo dopants in inhibiting vacancy coalescence into
voids in addition to preferentially oxidizing Cr3+. In comparison, the
rock-salt-structured oxide formed on Ni-Cr contained Kirkendall voids,
as shown in Fig. 9b. These results are, however, only indicative of film
growth under dry oxidation conditions. There will be a significant in-
fluence of aqueous dissolution on both nucleation and growth of oxides
in electrochemical environments and thus the mechanism of the oxi-
dation process will likely adjust [66]. Water enhances passivity via
dissociation into protons which can occupy interstitial lattice positions
in the oxide, consequently lowering the vacancy formation energy and
the diffusion barrier for both cations and anions [114]. As a result,
faster oxidation kinetics should occur in aqueous solutions.

The quantitative effects of alloying Fe with Cr, Ni, Mo, and W on
passivation kinetics have also been extensively studied and it was found
that both the passivation rate and film stability increased with the
concentration of minor elements [115,116]. Kinetic analysis of oxida-
tion through the application of the Cabrera-Mott model to repassivation
phenomena has similarly shown that Mo and W facilitate more facile

Fig. 8. Passive film composition of various commercial Ni-alloys as measured using XPS following passivation at +305 mVSCE for 3 d in aqueous 1.0M NaCl pH 0
solution heated to 75 °C. (Reprinted from [17] with permission from Elsevier.)
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scratch-repassivation and therefore decrease the stress corrosion
cracking susceptibility [95]. Similarly, the influences of these alloying
additions on high temperature oxidation were found to be similar,
where Cr cation transport controls scale growth [111] and Mo impacts
growth by increasing the passivation rate and preventing the formation
of Kirkendall voids at the metal/scale interface, presumably through
electrostatically interacting with metal cation vacancies and reducing
their mobility [117].

Recent modeling work has also demonstrated the beneficial impact
of Mo alloying on O adsorption on Ni (1 1 1) and Ni-Cr (1 1 1) surfaces
[118]. These recent first-principles models showed that O adsorption
was thermodynamically favorable at sites adjacent to Cr and Mo atoms
(Fig. 10). Moreover, a significant influence of Mo is seen when O is
bonded to Ni and/or Mo atoms as it stabilizes the oxidation reaction by
donating more charge than either Ni or Cr. While this model is sim-
plistic considering a perfect Ni-Cr surface, the observation that Mo fa-
cilitates oxygen adsorption and subsequent passivation of the metal
surface for various configurations of the atoms contributes to the un-
derstanding of passivity of Ni-Cr-Mo alloys.

6. Defect chemistry with minor alloying additions

In this review, it has been established that solute capture leads to
the trapping of large dopant concentrations in passive films. Ni typi-
cally exists as a charged metal cation (Ni2+), Cr as Cr3+, Mo as
Mo4,5,6+, and W as W4,6+ [12]. The roles of specifically Mo during the
atomic-scale physical, chemical, and electronic processes relevant for

passive film growth have been theorized [15,29,32,105,117,119,120]
and several models exist. Heretofore, these models are unproven be-
cause of two aspects: there has been no explanation for how the dopants
arrived in the oxide nor quantitative proof of the theorized functions. It
has been observed in previous literature that solute can be captured
into a crystal structure during growth (i.e. Cr3+ present on a Ni2+ site
in NiO), resulting in chemical doping of the passive film which was
formerly only considered within typical oxide solubility limits but now
has been shown to extend well beyond equilibrium stability levels
[32,33,111,121,122]. For the situation where Mo6+ is substituted onto
a Ni2+ or Cr3+ lattice site, the net positive charge results in the anni-
hilation of electron holes and attraction of negatively charged defects,
such as metal cation vacancies formed possibly by halide anion ad-
sorption [27,32,61,123]. The resulting complex is neutrally charged
and will not contribute towards growth of cation vacancy condensates,
which the Point Defect Model (PDM) proposes are precursors for pit
formation [27]. The generic reaction for this substitutional effect of
Mom+ into a Mn+ cation site where m > n is given as [32]:

+ = ×n
m n

Mo V n
m n

Mo VM
m n

M
n

M
m n

M
n( )· ( )·

This suggested influence of alloying additions such as Mo among
other high cation valency elements on point defect transport across
passive films corresponds well with previous work concerning the in-
hibition of the earliest stages of crevice corrosion on commercial Ni-
based superalloys where the effect was largely brought about using low
concentrations of dopants [20,75,81,124]. The effect of Mo on vacancy
mobility has been additionally observed in the case of high temperature
oxidation, where the alloying of small (< 1%) concentrations reduced
the formation of Kirkendall voids at the metal/oxide interface [117]. An
example of this significant impact on void formation is shown in
Fig. 11.

The effect of W is similar to that of Mo as it tends to exist at the same
cation valency when solute captured as dopants. In most Ni-based al-
loys, it is alloyed in tandem with Mo in order to optimize both the
strength and corrosion properties, such that its individual impact
cannot usually be ascertained [41,125]. A direct comparison can be
made, however, through comparing a Ni-Cr-Mo (e.g. C-4) to a Ni-Cr-
Mo-W alloy (e.g. C-276) where both have the same Cr and Mo con-
centrations. It has been previously shown that for these two commercial
alloys, C-276 possesses a thicker passive film, greater Cr-film enrich-
ment, and a lower corrosion rate in reducing acid environments [17].
The increase in film thickness upon adding Mo and/or W is often
thought to be a result of their enrichment near the oxide/solution in-
terface [92,102]. W-enriched oxides, however, have a solubility in
acidic solutions 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than that of Mo-rich
oxides, suggesting that the steady state dissolution rate of Ni-Cr-W
would be slower for an equivalent Ni-Cr-Mo alloy [12,126,127]. W is,

Fig. 10. Comparison of the FCC-site oxygen adsorption energy at 0.25 ML for
the cases of the (1 1 1) alloy surfaces directly cut from the bulk and Mo-doped
alloy surfaces with the relevant doped cases shown on the right. (Reprinted
from [118] with permission from Elsevier.)

Fig. 9. (a) In situ TEM images of initial layer-by-
layer growth of NiO on Ni-Cr-Mo surfaces in O2
where the NiO island has {1 0 0} surfaces and the
blue arrows show the layer-by-layer growth direc-
tion. For comparison, (b) presents in situ TEM
images showing Kirkendall voids (dotted circles)
formed near the oxide-metal interface of the Ni-Cr
alloy. (Reproduced with permission from NACE
International, Houston, TX. All rights reserved.
[113]). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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however, less soluble at equilibrium in Ni or Cr-enriched films and
constitutes only up to 1 at% in passive films measured on various
commercial alloys, whereas the concentration of Mo cations can range
from 1 to 20 at% [12]. At minimum these elements can be solute
captured in oxide films possibly in higher concentrations.

7. Theories of local corrosion mitigation

7.1. Effects of chloride adsorption, instabilities, and film breakdown

Chloride environments are well-known to complicate passivation
reactions through chemical dissolution across the film layer
[45,74,80,90,128–133]. In addition, chloride may lower the film sur-
face energy and subsequently instabilities may trigger an abrupt
breakdown event [128]. The influence of chloride on the breakdown of
oxidized Ni (1 1 1) surfaces has been methodically studied through
experiments and density functional theory (DFT) simulations
[128,132,134–136]. On a defect-free NiO (1 1 1) surface, it was found
that the chloride anions substitute hydroxyl groups via an exothermic
reaction and this adsorption not only promotes greater surface coverage
of Cl-, but also induces local thinning of the passive film as chloride-
containing compounds (i.e. Ni(OH)Cl or NiCl2) were observed to detach
from step edges [132]. However, MoClx formation was presumed to be
insignificant compared to NiCl2 or CrCl3 due to low formation free
energies compared to the more favorable energies of various oxide
species [87]. Sub-surface penetration of chloride can be achieved but is
unlikely for undefective terraces in the passive film due to steric hin-
drances. The presence of defects in the film would only mediate halide
anion adsorption and subsurface penetration. This is evident for pre-
ferential depassivation at grain boundaries, for example [74].

Adsorption of chloride becomes further complicated upon the in-
troduction of multi-element alloys. Dissolution of individual minor al-
loying elements during passive film growth can result in a modification
of the oxide chemistry [27,137]. In addition, chloride anion attack at
the film/solution interface results in the formation of metal cation va-
cancies which can aggregate and form Kirkendall voids at the metal/
film interface, shown schematically in Fig. 12 [74]. These clusters may
cause instabilities and induce mechanical stresses in the film which,
upon reaching a critical size, can rupture and form a corrosion pit. As
mentioned previously, the addition of minor alloying elements such as
Mo can inhibit the mobility of metal cation vacancies and, therefore,
help prevent the formation of Kirkendall voids [137].

Additions of other minor alloying elements, such as Mo and W, can
further impact growth by interacting with the other metals and/or
electrolyte to promote variations in the film electronic or chemical
properties. Their influence has been addressed with regards to the in-
hibition of localized corrosion events, but rarely during the passivation
of alloys and before breakdown initiates. Even the effect of Mo on
oxygen versus chloride adsorption mitigates the latter’s effect on

reducing the oxide surface energy [87]. Overall, the influences of Mo
and W during film growth are particularly complicated, as previously
mentioned, and are theorized to have crucial importance on film sta-
bility during passivation in chloride by modifying the kinetics of var-
ious point defect reactions [12,137]. This aspect of these alloying ele-
ments is largely open and underestimated.

7.2. Stabilization and repassivation of local corrosion sites

Local corrosion stabilization models of Ni-Cr-Mo alloys have pre-
viously involved a combination of the activation for a passive material
which possesses or develops an active-passive transition, critical oc-
cluded solution chemistry, and, in the case of seawater crevice corro-
sion, dissolution-hydrolysis-acidification chloride migration [138–140].
These are also consistent with models which propose Eocp < Ecrit for
passivation because the IR drop from the mouth of the crevice to the
crevice corrosion site places the potential in the nose of the active
passive transition, especially when local sporadic breakdown occurs
[81]. In the case of Ni-Cr-Mo alloys, the critical chemistry change
model accounts for the development of the active region in an acidified
crevice at high [Cl−]. In order to stabilize the crevice site against re-
passivation, the crevice growth rate equals or exceeds the dissolution
rate from the crevice. A salt film may aid this process by buffering the
local pH to maintain the chemistry [21,69]. These theories by them-
selves do not predict, however, the role of minor alloying additions but
provide a framework for examining various possible effects.

Steigerwald, Lizlovs, and Bond first showed the effect of Mo on the
active passive transition in Fe-Ni-Cr alloys [141]. Later, Newman
showed that active dissolution in artificial pits lowered the active ki-
netics of Fe-Cr-Mo alloy dissolution [142]. Bocher then showed the
same effect in Ni-Cr-Mo alloys in strong HCl solution [75]. Raman
spectroscopy has demonstrated this occurs by the formation of poly-
meric Mo and W species at active sites [72,143]. As more Mo and W
were alloyed, the depth of attack was lower for Ni-Cr-Mo alloys with
less [Mo+W] and the attack tends to spread out, suggesting initiation
is not mitigated to the same extent by which propagation is hindered
[81]. Further evidence of this was seen for an alloy containing 15% Cr
and 22% Mo (HYBRID BC 1). Both the passive current density and re-
passivation potential were more favorable for these alloys compared to
ones with less Mo and more Cr [144].

In light of this, the various roles of Mo in these various processes or
stages of local corrosion may be reviewed. First, W and Mo form
thermodynamically stable oxides at acidic pH levels unlike Cr and Ni.
Moreover, the free energy of formation for MoCl3 does not suggest its
formation compared to Mo oxides [87]. Anderko described the solution
chemistry of Mo in acidified chloride solutions and found stable MoO2
and MoO3 at low pH [142,145,146]. Hence, Mo can help Ni-Cr-Mo
alloys resist formation of the critical chemistry and thus the develop-
ment of an active/passive nose. Surface segregated Mo affects active

Fig. 11. Cross-sectional SEM images of the ferritic stainless steels after 500 h oxidation at 800 °C in air: (a) Fe-22%Cr-0.5%Mn and (b) Fe-22%Cr-0.5%Mn-0.1%Mo
(wt%) showing voids. (Reprinted from [117] with permission from Elsevier.)
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dissolution and both changes the crevice repassivation potential and
alters the active passive transition. Mo has beneficial and detrimental
effects in the solution phase at local corrosion sites. Mo dissolution may
also form MoO42- species which have been observed to lower pit or
crevice dissolution rates by inhibiting the anodic reaction [9]. Jakupi
furthered the work of these investigators by showing that Mo and W
enriched on surfaces and corresponding polymeric species were ob-
served in crevices via Raman spectroscopy and atomic emission spec-
troelectrochemistry [99,143]. Recently, the role of specifically Mo in
enabling repassivation was attributed to the dynamic precipitation and
dissolution of Mo in the local, acidic pit environments [99]. It is clear
that Mo and W affect the initiation and stabilization stages of local
corrosion sites as well as passive film growth in a variety of ways. A
summary of all the possible benefits covered in this review is given here
where Mo (and W):

1. Promote stronger O2− adsorption [87,118]
2. Decrease favorability for Cl− adsorption which, in turn, thwarts
decreases in oxide surface energy [77,87,128]

3. Enable film enrichment of Cr3+ to higher cation fractions than seen
in alloys without Mo or W at the same Cr content [12,17,106]

4. Bring about doping of Mo4,5,6+ in oxide films that interact with
point defects [32].

5. Produce favorable bonding to cation vacancies, enabling their sub-
sequent immobilization [113,117]

6. Encourage precipitation of surface Mo-species in local acidic en-
vironments during transpassive dissolution and crevice corrosion
[99,143]

8. Summary and future prospects

Mo and W are shown herein to operate in a number of ways to affect
the corrosion resistance of Ni-based alloys containing Cr in a variety of
stages of corrosion. There is no single mechanism that is solely opera-
tive as Mo and W function in a number of ways. There are more than
one stage in which Mo and W operate. Mo and W impurities in a Ni-Cr
surface favor oxygen chemisorption over binary Ni-Cr alloys on most
surface oxide sites and may form oxides such as MoO2 and MoO3 in the
outer layer of mature passive films [93]. Otherwise, Mo and W likely
become trapped as substitutional Mo4,5,6+ and W6+ cations in Ni2+

and Cr3+ oxides which may interact with negatively charged cation
vacancies to reduce their mobility by electrostatic interactions. As a
result, the formation of pits or crevices via vacancy clustering can be
inhibited. Previous speculations have this been placed on firmer ground
concerning the viability of this theory. Mo (and W) form strong bonds
with adsorbed oxygen a first step during passivation. Finally, Mo and W

also affect local corrosion site stabilization and repassivation by en-
riching at local corrosion sites, forming inhibitor phases, and restricting
kinetics of dissolution. The presented results may have broader impacts
than for Ni-Cr-Mo-W alloys alone. These fundamental unit processes
can be manipulated in other material systems using similar principles in
order to regulate vulnerability to chloride-assisted breakdown.
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